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Tony Cavanaugh The Darian 
Richards Crime 
Files: Promise / 
Dead Girl Sing

Pb $19.99 A unique crime collection that brings together Tony Cavanaugh's powerful debut 
novel PROMISE and its critically acclaimed follow-up DEAD GIRL SING in one must-
read volume. Top Homicide cop Darian Richards has been seeking out monsters for 
too long. He has promised one too many victim's families he will find the answers 
they need and it's taken its toll. After surviving a gunshot wound to the head he calls 
it quits and retires to the Sunshine Coast in an attempt to leave the demons behind. 
But he should have realised, there are demons everywhere and no place is safe. In 
these two gripping stand-alone novels, Darian Richards shows that when he makes 
up his mind to hunt out a killer, he'll stop at nothing to find them and deal with 
them...his way! 

Kerry 
Greenwood

Electra: Delphic 
Women #3

Pb $25.95 Second in the Delphic Women series and loosely based on the classic Greek tragedy 
of Electra and her brother, Orestes, this novel tells of the siblings' flight from home 
after the murder of their father, and their travels with the Trojan woman, Cassandra, 
as they prepare themselves for revenge. 

Kerry 
Greenwood

Cassandra: Delphic 
Women #2

Pb $25.95 From Mount Olympus, Aphrodite, the goddess of love, yawned. Even perfection can 
be tedious. My Lord, she called to Apollo, Sun God and brother. Let us play a game 
with mortals--my power against yours. And so Cassandra, the goldenhaired princess 
cursed with the gift of prophecy, and Diomenes, the Achaean with the healing hands, 
become puppets of the gods. Their passions are thwarted, their loves betrayed, their 
gifts rendered useless for the sake of a wager between the immortals.Doomed, 
magnificent Troy is the stage, and Cassandra and Diomenes the leading players in this
compelling story of the city's fall. Both have found love before, and lost it.Will they 
find each other in the light of the burning city? And, if they do, can their love survive 
the machinations of malicious gods and men? 

Kerry 
Greenwood

Medea: Delphic 
Women #1

Pb $25.95 Medea, Princess of Colchis, is a priestess of Hecate, Three Named, Lady of Phantoms. 
She is the custodian of the wood in which the Golden Fleece is hung. She alone can 
tame the giant serpent which guards the grove. And then Jason and his Argonauts 
come along, and she falls catastrophically in love. She helps him steal the Golden 
Fleece and sails with him to claim his throne. And that's when things go wrong... and 
she must attempt to reclaim her humanity through abandonment, murder, grief and 
heavy seas. 

Katherine 
Howell

Deserving Death: 
Ella Marconi #7

Tp $29.99 Two female paramedics murdered in a month. Is it coincidence, or are they victims of 
a serial killer? Detective Ella Marconi isn't sure, but goes hard after her key suspects, 
including police officer John Morris. But each turn of the case throws up more 
questions and entanglements, and Ella and her partner, Detective Murray 
Shakespeare, struggle to find the truth among the lies. Ella also attempts to balance 
work and her relationship with Dr Callum McLennan, which is both growing both 
stronger and more difficult as they face Callum's mother's disapproval and the 
anniversary of his cousin's murder. Meanwhile, Carly Martens - paramedic and close 
friend of the second victim - conducts her own investigation. She's certain that her 
fellow paramedic Tessa Kimball is hiding something, and her refusal to let it go puts 
her, Tessa, and even Ella into more danger than Carly could ever imagine. Detective 
Ella Marconi returns in this thrilling case, set against the dangerous background of 
drug deals, police corruption and deadly consequences. 

Price
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Katherine 
Howell

Web of Deceit: Ella 
Marconi #6

Pb $19.99 When paramedics Jane and Alex encounter a man refusing to get out of his crashed 
car with bystanders saying he deliberately drove into a pole, it looks like a desperate 
cry for help. His frantic claim that someone is out to get him adds to their thinking 
that he is delusional. Later that day he is found dead under a train in what might be a 
suicide, but Jane is no longer so sure: she remembers the raw terror in his eyes. 
Detective Ella Marconi shares Jane's doubts, which are only compounded when the 
case becomes increasingly tangled. The victim's boss tries to commit suicide when 
being questioned, a witness flees their attempt to interview her, and then to confuse 
matters further, a woman is beaten unconscious in front of Jane's house and Alex's 
daughter goes missing. 

Stephen Orr One Boy Missing Tp $29.99 It was a butcher on smoko who reported the man stashing the kid in the car boot. He 
didn't really know whether he'd seen anything at all, though. Maybe an abduction? 
Maybe just a stressed-out father. Detective Bart Moy, newly returned to the country 
town where his ailing, cantankerous father still lives, finds nothing. As far as he can 
tell no one in Guilderton is missing a small boy. Still, he looks deeper into the 
butcher's story-after all, he had a son of his own once. But when the boy does turn 
up, silent, apparently traumatised, things are no clearer. Who is he? Where did he 
come from and what happened to him? For Moy, gaining the boy's trust becomes 
central not just to the case but to rebuilding his own life. From the wreckage of his 
grief, his dead marriage and his fractured relationship with his father may yet come a 
chance for something new. A mystery, a meditation on fatherhood, a harrowing 
examination of love and loss: a new departure in literary crime from Stephen Orr. 

Tony Parsons Back to the Pilliga Pb $19.99 It was always expected that Lachie Sinclair and his brothers would one day take over 
the family property, Kamilaroi. But when tragedy strikes, Lachlan blames his father 
and angrily renounces any future for him at Kamilaroi. Moving to the city, Lachie 
joins the police force and quickly rises through the ranks. But after being injured in a 
gunfight he decides to go out on his own as a private investigator. When a wealthy 
society woman asks Lachie to lead the search for her missing daughter, he reluctantly
agrees. Early indications are that the woman's captors are hiding her in the Pilliga 
region, meaning Lachie must return to his roots in order to try and save her life... 

Peter Temple The Broken Shore 
(TV Tie-In)

Pb $22.99 Joe Cashin was different once. He moved easily then; was surer and less thoughtful. 
But there are consequences when you've come so close to dying. For Cashin, they 
included a posting away from the world of Homicide to the quiet place on the coast 
where he grew up. Now all he has to do is play the country cop and walk the dogs. 
And sometimes think about how he was before. Then prominent local Charles 
Bourgoyne is bashed and left for dead. Everything seems to point to three boys from 
the nearby Aboriginal community; everyone seems to want it to. But Cashin is 
unconvinced. And as tragedy unfolds relentlessly into tragedy, he finds himself 
holding on to something that might be better let go. 

Isabel Allende Ripper Tp $29.99 For Amanda Martin and her friends, Ripper was all just a game. But when security 
guard Ed Staton is found dead in the middle of a school gym, the murder presents a 
mystery that baffles the San Francisco police, not least Amanda's father, Deputy Chief 
Martin. Amanda goes online, offering 'The Case of the Misplaced Baseball Bat' to her 
fellow sleuths as a challenge to their real-life wits. And so begins a most dangerous 
obsession. The murders begin to mount up but the Ripper players, free from any 
moral and legal restraints, are free to pursue any line of enquiry. As their unique 
power of intuition lead them ever closer to the truth, the case becomes all too 
personal when Amanda's mother suddenly vanishes. Could her disappearance be 
linked to the serial killer? And will Amanda and her online accomplices solve the 
mystery before it's too late? 
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Linda Castillo Her Last Breath: 
Kate Burkholder #5

Pb $19.99 A rainy night, a father returning home with his three children, a speeding car 
hurtling toward them out of nowhere. What at first seems like a tragic, but routine, 
car accident suddenly takes on a more sinister cast as evidence emerges that nothing 
about the crash is accidental. But who would want to kill an Amish deacon and his 
children? He leaves behind a grieving widow and a young boy who clings to life in 
the intensive-care wing of a hospital, unable to communicate. He may be the only one
who knows what happened that night. Desperate to find out who killed her best 
friend's husband and why, Kate Burkholder begins to suspect she is not looking for a 
reckless drunk, but instead is on the trail of a coldblooded killer. It is a search that 
takes her on a chilling journey into the darkest reaches of the human psyche and 
strikes at the heart of everything she has ever believed about the Amish culture into 
which she was born. 

Lincoln Child Deep Storm Tp $29.99 Former naval doctor Peter Crane is summoned to a remote oil platform in the North 
Atlantic to diagnose a bizarre medical condition. But when he arrives, Crane learns 
that the real trouble lies on Deep Storm, a research facility on the ocean floor. Deep 
Storm has been designed for one purpose: to excavate a site that may hold the key to 
a mystery steeped in centuries-old myth. Dr. Crane makes the descent and learns that 
routine drilling has uncovered the remains of mankind's most sophisticated ancient 
civilization: Atlantis. But the excavation team has been blighted with illness and the 
more time Crane spends in this strange submerged world, the more he suspects the 
facility conceals something more sinister. The supposed discovery of Atlantis might, 
in fact, be a cover for something deadly...Lincoln Child's Deep Storm is a superbly 
imagined, chillingly real blend of scientific detail and gripping adventure: the most 
ambitious novel to date from a master of suspense. 

Lincoln Child & 
Douglas Preston

Two Graves: 
Pendergast #12

Pb $19.99 After his wife, Helen, is abducted before his eyes, Special Agent Pendergast pursues 
the kidnappers across the country and into Mexico. But then, things go wrong; the 
kidnappers escape; and a shattered Pendergast retreats to his New York apartment 
and shuts out the world. But when a string of murders erupts across several 
Manhattan hotels - perpetrated by a boy who seems to have a psychic ability to elude 
capture - NYPD Lieutenant D'Agosta asks Pendergast for help. Pendergast soon 
discovers that the killings are a message from his wife's kidnappers. When the 
kidnappers strike again at those closest to Pendergast, he sets out to track down and 
destroy those responsible. His journey takes him deep into the forests of South 
America, where he finds himself face to face with an old evil that is stirring anew... 
and with world-altering consequences. 

Ann Cleeves Harbour Street: 
Vera Stanhope #6

Tp $29.99 As the snow falls thickly on Newcastle, the shouts and laughter of Christmas revellers 
break the muffled silence. Detective Joe Ashworth and his daughter Jessie are swept 
along in the jostling crowd onto the Metro. But when the train is stopped due to the 
bad weather, and the other passengers fade into the swirling snow, Jessie notices 
that an old lady hasn't left the train: Margaret Krukowski has been fatally stabbed as 
she sat on the crowded train. Nobody, including the policeman himself, sees the 
stabbing take place. Margaret's murderer is seemingly invisible; her killing 
motiveless. Why would anyone want to harm this reserved, elegant lady? Arriving at 
the scene, DI Vera Stanhope is relieved to have an excuse to escape the holiday 
festivities. As she standing on the silent, snow-covered station platform, Vera feels a 
familiar buzz of anticipation, sensing that this will be a complex and unusual case. 
Soon Vera and Joe are on their way to the south Northumberland town of Mardle, 
where Margaret lived, to begin their inquiry.

Harlan Coben Six Years Pb $19.99 Six years have passed since Jake Sanders watched Natalie, the love of his life, marry 
another man. Six years of hiding a broken heart by throwing himself into his career 
as a college professor. Six years of keeping his promise to leave Natalie alone, and six 
years of tortured dreams of her life with her new husband, Todd. But when Jake 
comes across Todd's obituary, he can't keep himself away from the funeral. There he 
gets the glimpse of Todd's wife he's hoping for... but she is not Natalie. Whoever the 
mourning widow is, she's been married to Todd for almost two decades, and with 
that fact everything Jake thought he knew is turned completely inside out. As Jake 
searches for the truth, his picture-perfect memories of Natalie begin to unravel. 
Mutual friends of the couple either can't be found, or don't remember Jake. No one 
has seen Natalie in years. Jake's search for the woman who broke his heart, who lied 
to him, soon puts his very life at risk as it dawns on him that the man he has become 
may be based on a carefully constructed fiction.
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Michael 
Crichton

Drug of Choice Pb $14.99 On a secret island in the Caribbean, bioengineers have devised a vacation resort like 
no other, promising the ultimate escape. But when Dr. Roger Clark investigates, he 
discovers the dark secret of Eden Island and of Advance Biosystems, the shadowy 
corporation underwriting it... 

Michael 
Crichton

Odds On Pb $14.99 The plan: to rob the Reina, a super-luxury hotel off the coast of Spain. The crew: 
three seasoned criminals with the skills to pull off the heist of the century. The edge: 
every aspect of the scheme has been simulated in a computer, down to the last 
variable. The complication: three beautiful women with agendas of their own - and 
the sort of variables no computer can fathom... 

Michael 
Crichton

Venom Business Pb $14.99 As an expert handler of venomous snakes - and a smuggler of rare artifacts - Charles 
Raynaud is accustomed to danger. So the job bodyguarding an old acquaintance about
to come into a fortune shouldn't make him break a sweat. But when the attempts on 
the man's life nearly get Raynaud killed, he's left wondering: is he the killers' real 
target...? 

Michael 
Crichton

Zero Cool Pb $14.99 American radiologist Peter Ross just wanted a vacation. But when he meets the 
beautiful Angela Locke on a Spanish beach, he soon finds himself caught in a 
murderous crossfire between rival gangs seeking a precious artifact. Ross is an 
ordinary man in desperate circumstances: racing to uncover a secret lost for 
centuries, before he becomes its next victim. 

A M Dean The Keystone Pb $17.99 A Key, Lost for Millennia While tracking down the relic hunters who murdered her 
cousin, Dr Emily Weiss and her husband Michael are seeking a dangerous artefact. 
This ancient key lies hidden in the Egyptian desert and will wreak havoc in the 
wrong hands. A Religious Order, Promising the End In Chicago, the Magnificent Mile 
is about to go down in history. A dangerous sect is preparing for an explosive 
Independence Day parade and the finishing touches are being put on a device that 
will wreak untold havoc on the city. An Attack, Shrouded in Mystery Soon Emily, 
Michael and the ruler of the sect are racing to Egypt. One party craves retribution, 
the other seeks spiritual ascendancy, and both sides will do whatever it takes to 
succeed. But can Emily and Michael stop the sect before they transform an ancient 
promise into a very modern curse? 
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Jeffery Deaver The Kill Room: 
Lincoln Rhyme #10

Pb $19.99 They are calling it the 'million-dollar bullet': a sniper shot from a near-impossible 
distance. But there is no crime scene investigation, no evidence, and no co-operation 
from the local Bahamian police. Ambitious New York district attorney Nance Laurel 
won't let it go. This murder has all the hallmarks of a contract killing, and she has 
evidence that the order came from the highest levels of the US government. Putting 
her career on the line, she calls in independent investigators: Lincoln Rhyme and 
Amelia Sachs. No strangers to controversy, their reputation for seeing what others 
miss is unparalleled, and she knows they will risk everything - even their lives - to 
seek the truth ... 

Elsebeth 
Egholm

Three Dog Night Pb $19.99 It's the coldest winter in memory as ex-convict Peter Boutrup moves to remote, rural 
Denmark to start a new life. But when a young woman goes missing on New Year's 
Eve and Peter discovers the body of Ramses, an old acquaintance from prison, things 
start to unravel. Two days after the disappearance the body of a young girl is found 
in the harbour - she is naked, attached to an anchor and her face has been torn off. Is 
this the body of the missing woman and is it connected with Ramses' murder? And 
could Peter's strange new neighbour, Felix, be involved? Peter Boutrup just wants 
peace and quiet but he must accept that the truth lies hidden in the past he is trying 
to forget. Populated by a cast of characters from the underbelly of Danish society, 
Three Dog Night is a fast paced thriller that paints a picture of a rarely seen side of 
Denmark. 

Earlene Fowler The Road to 
Cardinal Valley

Pb $14.95 Ruby McGavin returns to the small town of Cardinal, California, where a year ago she 
brought her husband's ashes back to his family's ranch, and discovered safety, peace, 
and love... Back in Cardinal, Ruby is hoping the place and people who gave her so 
much can give her brother, Nash - who's been drowning in drink in Nashville - the 
fresh start he so desperately needs. Saddlemaker Lucas McGavin is thrilled that Ruby 
is back. He hasn't given up on his love for her, despite the awkward fact that she's his 
brother's widow - and that this may be his last chance to win Ruby's heart. When 
Nash starts drinking again and has a devastating accident, Ruby seeks out their 
estranged mother to help with an intervention, not realizing that Etta Walker harbors
a horrible secret that keeps her from reconnecting with the children she deserted so 
many years ago. As Ruby, Lucas, and Etta struggle with the present and confront the 
past, they each learn the power of forgiveness... and reach for a new future filled 
with hope, grace, and love. 

Robert 
Galbraith

The Cuckoo's 
Calling: Cormoran 
Strike #1

Pb $19.99 When a troubled model falls to her death from a snow-covered Mayfair balcony, it is 
assumed that she has committed suicide. However, her brother has his doubts, and 
calls in private investigator Cormoran Strike to look into the case. Strike is a war 
veteran - wounded both physically and psychologically - and his life is in disarray. 
The case gives him a financial lifeline, but it comes at a personal cost: the more he 
delves into the young model's complex world, the darker things get - and the closer 
he gets to terrible danger ...A gripping, elegant mystery steeped in the atmosphere of 
London - from the hushed streets of Mayfair to the backstreet pubs of the East End to 
the bustle of Soho - The Cuckoo's Calling is a remarkable book. Introducing Cormoran 
Strike, this is the acclaimed first crime novel by J.K. Rowling, writing under the 
pseudonym Robert Galbraith. 

Ann Granger Bricks and 
Mortality: Campbell 
& Carter #3

Pb $19.99 The third Cotswold village mystery featuring Inspector Jess Campbell and 
Superintendent Ian Carter reveals a ruthless killer and a case of mistaken identity. In 
the cold light of dawn, a dead body is found entombed in the smouldering remains of 
a burnt-out Cotswold manor. Key House has stood empty for years, but its owner, 
Gervase Crown, is rumoured to have been seen in Weston St Ambrose prior to the 
blaze. Could he be responsible for the fire and the tragic death that followed, or was 
he in fact the intended target? As Inspector Jess Campbell and Superintendent Ian 
Carter begin their investigation it becomes clear that Gervase wasn't the most 
popular and his return reawakens old memories, not all of which are good. 
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M R Hall The Burning: Jenny 
Cooper #6

Pb $29.99 In the icy, languid days following Christmas, a dense fog has settled over the Wye 
Valley. Local Coroner Jenny Cooper, still reeling after being abandoned by her partner
for the festivities, is called to the scene of a dreadful tragedy: a house has been 
burned to the ground, revealing its terrible secrets. Before the fire began, a man - Ed 
Morgan - shot his two stepdaughters dead, before turning the gun on himself. His 
infant son is still missing...Jenny Cooper investigates. Ed's partner Kelly Hart was 
spared by the tragedy but has been left shattered by the loss of her children and the 
man she loved. The only clue to Ed's dark motives remains a jealous note left on his 
facebook page. As Jenny delves further into Ed and Kelly's life, something nags her 
about that fateful evening. What role did Ed's employer, the slaughterhouse at 
Fairmeadow's Farm, play in the sequence of events? And what could the connection 
be with the mysterious unsolved abduction of a little girl in the village ten years ago?

M R Hall The Chosen Dead: 
Jenny Cooper #5

Pb $19.99 When Bristol Coroner Jenny Cooper investigates the fatal plunge of a man from a 
motorway bridge, she little suspects that it has any connection with the sudden death
of a friend's thirteen year old daughter from a deadly strain of meningitis. But as 
Jenny pieces together the dead man's last days, she's drawn into a mystery whose 
dark ripples stretch across continents and back through decades. In an investigation 
which will take her into the sinister realms of unbridled human ambition and corrupt 
scientific endeavour, Jenny is soon forced to risk the love and lives of those closest to 
her, as a deadly race to uncover the truth begins ... 

Penny Hancock The Darkening 
Hour

Pb $19.99 Mona, a migrant domestic worker is employed by London housewife, Theodora. At 
first Theodora only asks Mona to clean and occasionally cook for her, but as 
unwanted pressures from a demanding elderly father and a lazy, unemployed son 
begin to take their toll, Theodora deflects these onto Mona. Slowly, imperceptibly, 
Theodora's demands increase until she is treating her as nothing better than a slave. 
Mona is trapped. She needs to send money back to her daughter to pay for her 
education and then Theodora takes her passport from her. Controlling Mona becomes 
Theodora's goal, and Mona is going to have to take extreme measures of her own to 
escape the control of her increasingly abusive employer. So when a murder is 
committed, who is to blame? Is it Theodora at the end of her tether, or Mona, 
desperate to find a way out? 

A S A Harrison The Silent Wife Pb $19.99 Todd Gilbert and Jodie Brett are in a bad place in their relationship. They've been 
together for twenty-eight years, and with no children to worry about there has been 
little to disrupt their affluent Chicago lifestyle. But there has also been little to hold it 
together, and beneath the surface lays ever-widening cracks. HE is a committed 
cheater. SHE lives and breathes denial. HE exists in dual worlds. SHE likes to settle 
scores. HE decides to play for keeps. SHE has nothing left to lose. When it becomes 
clear that their precarious world could disintegrate at any moment, Jodie knows she 
stands to lose everything. It's only now she will discover just how much she's truly 
capable of... 

Cynthia Harrod-
Eagles

Blood Never Dies: 
Bill Slider #15

Pb $24.95 Bill Slider and his team face a mystery when an unidentifiable man appears to have 
committed suicide but all signs point to murder A boiling-hot August day and a 
handsome young man is found dead in his bath, exsanguinated. Bill Slider's colleague 
takes one look at the body and is convinced something isn't quite right. As Bill 
investigates, he reluctantly has to agree. But as Slider and his team try to identify the 
man - whose personal papers are missing, along with his wallet and keys - it seems 
that the more they find out about him, the less they really know . . . 
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Elizabeth Heiter Hunted: Profiler #1 Tp $29.99 Terror stalks a small Virginia town. FBI rising star, criminal profiler Evelyn Baine, 
knows how to think like a serial killer. But she's never chased anyone like the 
Bakersville Burier, who hunts young women and displays them, half-buried, deep in 
the woods. As the body count climbs, Evelyn's relentless pursuit of the killer puts her 
career-and her life-at risk. And the evil lurking in the Burier's mind may be more than
even she can unravel. Terror is closer than she thinks...The Bakersville Burier knows 
he's got an FBI profiler on his trail. He knows who she is and where to find her. And 
he's biding his time, because he's planned a special punishment for Evelyn. She may 
have tracked other killers, but he vows to make this her last chase. This time it's her 
turn to be hunted! 

David Hewson The Killing III Pb $29.99 Detective Inspector for homicide, Sarah Lund, is contacted by old flame Mathias 
Borch from National Intelligence. Borch fears that what first appeared to be a random
killing at the docks is the beginning of an assassination attempt on Prime Minister 
Troels Hartmann. The murder draws attention towards the shipping and oil giant, 
Zeeland, run by billionaire Robert Zeuthen. When Zeuthen's 9-year-old daughter, 
Emilie, is kidnapped the investigation takes on a different dimension as it soon 
becomes clear that her disappearance is linked to the murder of a young girl in 
Jutland some years earlier. Hartmann is in the middle of an election campaign, made 
all the more turbulent because of the mounting financial crisis. He needs Zeeland's 
backing. Lund needs to make sense of the clues left by Emilie's perpetrator before it's 
too late. And can she finally face the demons that have long haunted her? 

David Hosp Game of Death Tp $29.99 Boston entrepreneur and techno whizz-kid, Nick Caldwell with the help of his long-
time friend and colleague, Yvette, has worked on a programme where people can do 
just that - all from the safety and comfort of their home. NextLife is an exciting 
young company which promises its subscribers the chance to experience anything 
they want. Climb Everest. Dive off the Barrier Reef. Go to a 1970s Rolling Stones 
concert. Walk the Great Wall of China. But it seems that one of their clients has much 
more sinister desires. And it involved the girl with the wonderful blue eyes... 

Alan Hunter Gently in Trees: 
Chief 
Superintendent 
Gently #21 (1974)

Pb $19.99 This was no suicide, however it looked - too many people wanted Adrian Stoll dead. 
From an embarrassment of suspects, Gently had a very tangled tale to unravel. The 
unflappable Inspector George Gently has become a household name through the hit 
BBC TV series starring Martin Shaw. These are the original books on which the TV 
series was based, although the George Gently in Alan Hunter's who-dun-its is 
somewhat different to his TV counterpart. He is more calculating, more analytical, 
and his investigations are even more enthralling. 

Alan Hunter Gently French: 
Chief 
Superintendent 
Gently #20 (1973)

Pb $19.99 She was the most alluring murder suspect he'd ever dealt with, but Gently knew 
Mimi Deslauriers was key to the execution of an underworld crime boss, and he was 
determined to prove it. The unflappable Inspector George Gently has become a 
household name through the hit BBC TV series starring Martin Shaw. These are the 
original books on which the TV series was based, although the George Gently in Alan 
Hunter's who-dun-its is somewhat different to his TV counterpart. He is more 
calculating, more analytical, and his investigations are even more enthralling. 
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Alan Hunter Gently Where She 
Lay: Chief 
Superintendent 
Gently #19 (1972)

Pb $19.99 There was no sign of a struggle, no wounds or bruises. To Gently, it looked like 
Vivienne had simply lain down and died, yet he knew she had been murdered. The 
Chief Inspector. George Gently. Case Files. Alan Hunter. The unflappable Inspector 
George Gently has become a household name through the hit BBC TV series starring 
Martin Shaw. These are the original books on which the TV series was based, 
although the George Gently in Alan Hunter's whodunits is somewhat different to his 
TV counterpart. He is more calculating, more analytical, and his investigations are 
even more enthralling. 

Faye Kellerman Predator: Decker & 
Lazarus #21

Pb $19.99 LAPD Detective Peter Decker is about to face a case that will push him to the limit... 
Residents in a local building have been complaining of a smell coming from an 
apartment rented by the eccentric inventor Hobart Penny. Nearly ninety-years-old, 
and a hermit for the last 25 years, it is not surprising that the reclusive genius has 
died without anyone's knowledge. However, as Decker steps inside, it's clear that 
Penny has died from anything but natural causes...Penny's children describe their 
father as a cruel and vindictive man. His second wife knew a man with strange sexual
appetites, while the owner of a Californian animal charity speaks only of a kind-
hearted old man. But further searches not only add to the list of suspects, but find 
evidence of a disturbed, depraved mind. So just who was Hobart Penny? A brilliant 
inventor, a generous philanthropist or a callous killer? 

Jonathan 
Kellerman

Killer: Alex 
Delaware #29

Tp $29.99 Well-used to elevated emotions, psychologist Alex Delaware shrugs off a death threat 
from beautiful Beverly Hills physician Constance Sykes, whose attempt to secure legal
custody of her baby niece is thwarted by Alex's forthright report to the court. Alex 
plays down the threat until LAPD's Milo Sturgis rushes to his side with the shocking 
word on the street: a hit has been taken out on him. But while Alex may be in grave 
danger, it won't be from the Beverly Hills doctor. Connie is soon discovered, brutally 
slain. When her sister Cherie and the baby disappear, apparently on the run, Alex's 
search for answers leads him to aged rockers, charming homeboys and even 
Machiavellian judges. As dark secrets are peeled away, and a cruel system churns 
relentlessly through family lives, Alex seeks to stop a vicious killer and save a child 
from a life of nightmares... or worse. 

Simon Kernick Stay Alive Tp $32.99 This is the gripping new race-against-time thriller by the best-selling author of 
Relentless, The Last 10 Seconds, Siege and Ultimatum. One Witness - You're on a trip 
with your family, miles from anywhere. A shot rings out - and your whole life 
changes in an instant. One Secret - A woman is racing towards you, chased by three 
gunmen. Although you don't know it, she harbours a deadly secret. She's in terrible 
danger. And now you are too. No Escape - You're running, terrified, desperate to find 
safety. You know that the men hunting you have killed before. And if they catch you, 
you'll be next. 

Deryn Lake Dead on Cue: 
Reverend Nick 
Lawrence #2

Pb $24.95 The sleepy Sussex village of Lakehurst is abuzz with news of the arrival of the new 
owner of Abbot's Manor. Gerry Harlington, a flamboyant American actor, has taken 
residence with his glamorous Russian wife Ekaterina. The local dramatic society is 
looking for a new director for their Son et Lumiere show to be staged at Fulke Castle 
and it seems at first that Gerry might fit the bill. All seems well, until Gerry's attempt 
to insert a hip-hop street dance into an Elizabethan Fair scene is met with violent 
protest. So when a corpse is discovered after the grand opening night, Reverend Nick 
Lawrence once again finds himself welcoming Detective Inspector Dominic Tennant 
to Lakehurst... 
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Patrick Lee Runner: Sam 
Dryden #1

Tp $29.99 When ex-SF operator Sam Dryden instinctively protects a young girl fleeing a squad 
of well-armed pursuers, he gets a lot more than he bargained for. The girl, suffering 
drug-induced amnesia, is at the centre of a conspiracy that reaches some of the 
government's most powerful, secretive organisations. And as her memory returns, so 
do the qualities that have made her so precious. And powerful. On the run, Dryden 
has to employ every trick he learned in his career to try to save himself and his 
charge. But against overwhelming odds, even his considerable skills may not be 
enough. 

Peter Lovesey The Tooth Tattoo: 
Peter Diamond #13

Pb $19.99 Peter Diamond, head of Bath CID, takes a city break in Vienna, where his favourite 
film, The Third Man, was set, but everything goes wrong and his companion, Paloma, 
calls a halt to their relationship. Meanwhile, strange things are happening to jobbing 
musician Mel Farran, who finds himself scouted by methods closer to the spy world 
than the concert platform. The chance of joining a once-famous string quartet in a 
residency at Bath Spa University is too tempting for Mel to refuse. Then a body is 
found in the city canal, and the only clue to the dead woman's identity is the tattoo of
a musical note on one of her teeth. For Diamond, who wouldn't know a Stradivarius 
from a French horn, the investigation is his most demanding ever. Three mysterious 
deaths need to be probed while his own personal life is in free fall... 

Judith Lythell The Lie of You Pb $24.99 Can you hide your deepest fear? To the outside world, Kathy is the very picture of a 
happy and fulfilled modern woman. She has a beautiful baby boy, a clever, handsome 
husband and a glamorous, high-powered job. But not everybody is fooled. Her 
employee, Heja, knows the truth: the cracks in Kathy's marriage, her self-doubt, her 
fear of failure at work. Heja is perfectly placed to destroy Kathy's life. And if she 
succeeds, she can claim the one thing she wants most... This is a chilling 
psychological thriller about obsession, jealousy, and lying to those you love. 

Malcolm 
Mackay

The Sudden Arrival 
of Violence: 
Glasgow Trilogy #3

Tp $29.99 He's touching the front of his coat, feeling the shape of the gun. Should have got rid 
of it. On any other night, any other job, he would. This isn't any other job. This, he 
intends, will be his last... It begins with two deaths: a money-man and a grass. Deaths 
that offer a unique opportunity to a man like Calum MacLean. A man who has finally 
had enough of killing. Meanwhile two of Glasgow's biggest criminal organisations are 
at quiet, deadly war with one another. And as Detective Michael Fisher knows, the 
biggest - and bloodiest - manoeuvres are yet to come...The stunning conclusion to 
Malcolm Mackay's lauded Glasgow Trilogy, The Sudden Arrival of Violence will return
readers to the city's underworld: a place of dark motives, dangerous allegiances and 
inescapable violence... 

Liza Marklund The Long Shadow: 
Annika Bengtzon #8

Pb $19.99 A violent robbery has killed an entire family on the Costa Del Sol. Annika Bengtzon is 
assigned to cover the story for the Evening Post. But when she arrives in Spain she 
discovers there was a third child - a teenage daughter - who is unaccounted for. 
Annika makes it her mission to find the missing girl. But as she delves into the 
mystery she becomes embroiled in a far darker side of Spanish life than she'd 
envisioned, as she begins to piece together a terrifying story of violence, abuse and 
murder. 
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Jason Matthews Red Sparrow Pb $19.99 A Russian honey trap agent targets a young CIA operative to uncover a senior-
ranking mole at the heart of the Russian Intelligence service. Dominika Egorov, 
former prima ballerina, is sucked into the heart of Putin's Russia, the country she 
loved, and spat out as the twists and turns of betrayal and counter-betrayal unravel. 
American Nate Nash, idealistic and ambitious, handles the double agent, codenamed 
MARBLE, considered one of CIA's biggest assets. He needs to keep his identity secret 
for as long as the mole can keep supplying golden information. Will Dominika be able 
to unmask MARBLE, or will the mission see her faith destroyed in the country she has
always passionately defended? 

Andy 
McDermott

The Valhalla 
Prophecy: Wilde & 
Chase #9

Tp $29.99 The ultimate duo - Nina Wilde and Eddie Chase - return in their ninth action-packed 
adventure. Secrets from the past emerge to threaten archaeologist Nina Wilde and 
her husband, former SAS soldier Eddie Chase, when a Viking runestone is stolen by a 
murderous gang of raiders. The stone holds the key to an ancient evil concealed in 
one of Norse mythology's holiest places: Valhalla. Travelling to Sweden, Eddie and 
Nina find themselves in a race against time to locate the legendary hall of the Viking 
warriors - before rival powers claim its deadly contents for themselves. It is a quest 
that will force Eddie to revisit a dark chapter from his mercenary days that he has 
kept hidden from everyone...including his wife. Only Nina and Eddie can prevent the 
unleashing of a primordial terror from the depths of the earth. But even if they 
succeed, will the cost be greater than either of them could have ever imagined... 

Adrian McKinty In the Morning I'll 
be Gone: Sean 
Duffy #3

Tp $29.99 Sean Duffy's got nothing. And when you've got nothing to lose, you have everything 
to gain. So when MI5 come knocking, Sean knows exactly what they want, and what 
he'll want in return, but he hasn't got the first idea how to get it. Of course he's heard 
about the spectacular escape of IRA man Dermot McCann from Her Majesty's Maze 
prison. And he knew, with chilly certainty, that their paths would cross. But finding 
Dermot leads Sean to an old locked room mystery, and into the kind of danger where 
you can lose as easily as winning. From old betrayals and ancient history to 1984's 
most infamous crime, Sean tries not to fall behind in the race to annihilation. Can he 
outrun the most skilled terrorist the IRA ever created? And will the past catch him 
first? 

Adrian McKinty I Hear the Sirens in 
the Street: Sean 
Duffy #2

Pb $19.99 There's no such thing as a perfect crime. Sean Duffy knows this. He's back at work 
and ready for the avalanche of horrors that awaits him, beginning with a torso in a 
suitcase, dumped in an abandoned factory. Fully fit after the severe trauma of his last 
investigation, Duffy is ready to follow the trail of blood - however faint - that always, 
always connects a body to its killer. From an international businessman to a beautiful 
young widow, ancient police notes to ambassador's records, country lanes to city 
streets, Duffy works every angle. And wherever he goes, he smells a rat ... 

Richard 
Montanari

The Stolen Ones: 
Balzano & Byrne #7

Pb $19.99 Destroyed by fire years ago, the infamous Philadelphia State Hospital was known as a 
warehouse for the criminally insane. But one man never left. By night Luther walks 
Philadelphia's backstreets; by day he roams the catacombs beneath the city. Luther is 
everywhere and nowhere; he's is in your dreams - and your nightmares. Then 
Detectives Kevin Byrne and Jessica Balzano are called to a bizarre murder scene: a 
man has been killed by a railroad spike driven into his head. But this is just the 
beginning of a trail of evil that will lead Byrne and Balzano back to the hospital, to a 
missing girl and to a horror they could never have imagined ... 
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Chris Muir A Savage Garden Tp $32.99 Jack Norton is an ex-Navy Seal who came to Africa to make a difference. Now he's a 
jaded mercenary who hires himself out to the highest bidder, whether for good or 
evil, Red Cross or war lord. However, when Jack agrees to fly some injured children 
to a hospital in the Congo, he has no idea that a year later the destiny of a whole 
country will rest on his shoulders. For Jack is employed to protect a man named Papa 
Jim and his troop of rescued child soldiers. Papa Jim's plan - to educate these boys 
abroad for a future 'intelligent revolution' - offers hope, yet is funded by a secret 
diamond mine. And Papa Jim's enemies won't stop until they get their hands on those 
blood diamonds...With the help of his old friend, former British Army Captain Mark 
Wilkinson, Jack embarks on an odyssey across Africa on a helter-skelter quest to save 
the boys, a broken country...and perhaps himself. 

Nele Neuhaus Bad Wolf: 
Bodenstein & 
Kirchhoff #2

Tp $29.99 On a hot day in July, the body of a 16-year-old girl is pulled from the river Main near 
Frankfurt. She has been brutally attacked and murdered, but no one seems to miss 
her and no one seems to know who she is. Investigations lead to a rural children's 
home in the mountains, and to a TV presenter whose research took her too close to 
the wrong people. As investigators Pia Kirchhoff and Oliver von Bodenstein dig 
deeper, they uncover a pit of evil and cruelty in the midst of a middle class idyll. And 
then the case gets personal ... 

Joyce Carol 
Oates

Carthage Pb $27.99 A young girl's disappearance rocks a community and a family, in this stirring 
examination of grief, faith, justice and the atrocities of war, the latest from literary 
legend Joyce Carol Oates. Zeno Mayfield's daughter has disappeared into the night, 
gone missing in the wilds of the Adirondacks. But when the community of Carthage 
joins a father's frantic search for the girl, they discover instead the unlikeliest of 
suspects - a decorated Iraq War veteran with close ties to the Mayfield family. As 
grisly evidence mounts against the troubled war hero, the family must wrestle with 
the possibility of having lost a daughter forever. CARTHAGE plunges us deep into the 
psyche of a wounded young Corporal, haunted by unspeakable acts of wartime 
aggression, while unraveling the story of a disaffected young girl whose exile from 
her family may have come long before her disappearance. 

Mark Pryor The Blood Promise: 
Hugo Marston #3

Tp $29.99 Hugo Marston must figure out what lies hidden inside an old sailor's chest before a 
200-year-old blood promise is revealed and claims another life. In post-Revolution 
Paris, an old man signs a letter in blood, then hides it in a secret compartment in a 
sailor's chest. A messenger arrives to transport the chest and its hidden contents, but 
then the plague strikes and an untimely death changes history. Two hundred years 
later, Hugo Marston is safeguarding an unpredictable but popular senator who is in 
Paris negotiating a France/U.S. dispute. The talks, held at a country chateau, collapse 
when the senator accuses someone of breaking into his room. Theft becomes the 
least of Hugo's concerns when someone discovers a sailor's chest and the secrets 
hidden within, and decides that the power and money they promise are worth killing 
for. But when the darkness of history is unleashed, even the most ruthless and 
cunning are powerless to control it. 

Peter Robinson Children of the 
Revolution: 
Inspector Banks #21

Pb $19.99 Ex-college lecturer Gavin Miller is found dead; his distorted body strewn across a 
disused railway track near his home. There's no sign of a struggle, and no concrete 
evidence except for one distinguishing package: GBP5,000 of cash, tucked inside the 
man's pocket. But when DCI Banks delves into Miller's past, he uncovers a troubled 
existence tarnished by accusations of abuse and misconduct which throws up an 
array of puzzling questions. What really occurred at the college where the victim 
used to teach? How was he embroiled in political activism at Essex University, over 
forty years ago? And what links him to an upstanding pillar of the community, who 
also harbours a dark secret from her past? One thing is clear: someone will stop at 
nothing - even murder - to prevent Banks from discovering the truth ... 
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Karen Rose Watch Your Back Pb $19.99 Stevie Mazzetti knew she would never get over the murder of her husband and son. 
But with their killer behind bars, she was able to move on with her life, if only for her
daughter's sake. UNIMAGINABLE Now, eight years later, the Baltimore detective 
always fights for the victims she meets and when she learns that her ex-partner may 
have miscarried justice, Stevie's determined to right the wrong, even if it means she 
is in danger. UNDENIABLE Clay Maynard has always wanted Stevie and when she is 
targeted by a vicious psychopath, he believes that protecting her may give him the 
chance to have her in his life forever. Clay will do anything to keep Stevie safe but 
with a killer on her tail who has everything to lose and a secret to hide, will they stay 
alive long enough to find happiness?

Tom Rob Smith The Farm Tp $29.99 If you refuse to believe me, I will no longer consider you my son...Daniel believed that
his parents were enjoying a peaceful retirement on a remote farm in Sweden, the 
country of his mother's birth. But with a single phone call, everything changes. Your 
mother...she's not well, his father tells him. She's been imagining things - terrible, 
terrible things. In fact, she has been committed to a mental hospital. Before Daniel 
can board a plane to Sweden, his mother calls: Everything that man has told you is a 
lie. I'm not mad...I need the police...Meet me at Heathrow. Daniel is immediately 
caught between his parents - whom to believe, whom to trust? He becomes his 
mother's unwilling judge and jury. Presented with a horrific crime, a conspiracy that 
implicates his own father, Daniel must examine the evidence and decide for himself: 
who is telling the truth? And he has secrets of his own that for too long he has kept 
hidden... 

Nick Stone The Verdict Tp $32.99 Terry Flynt is a struggling legal clerk, desperately trying to get promoted. And then 
he is given the biggest opportunity of his career: to help defend a millionaire accused 
of murdering a woman in his hotel suite. The only problem is that the accused man, 
Vernon James, turns out to be not only someone he knows, but someone he loathes. 
This case could potentially make Terry's career, but how can he defend a former 
friend who betrayed him so badly? With the trial date looming, Terry delves deeper 
into Vernon's life and is forced to confront secrets from their shared past that could 
have devastating consequences for them both. For years he has wanted to witness 
Vernon's downfall, but with so much at stake, how can Terry be sure that he is 
guilty? And what choices must he make to ensure that justice is done? Packed with 
twists, turns and an unforgettable trial scene, The Verdict is the most page-turning 
British legal thriller in many years. 

Charles Todd Hunting Shadows: 
Ian Rutledge #16

Pb $24.99 Inspector Ian Rutledge is summoned to the quiet, isolated Fen country to solve a 
series of seemingly unconnected murders before the killer strikes again August 1920. 
A society wedding at Ely Cathedral in Cambridgeshire becomes a crime scene when a 
guest is shot just as the bride arrives. Two weeks later, after a fruitless search for 
clues, the local police are forced to call in Scotland Yard. But not before there is 
another shooting in a village close by. This second murder has a witness; the only 
problem is that her description of the killer is so horrific it's unbelievable. Badgered 
by the police, she quickly recants her story. Despite his experience, Inspector Ian 
Rutledge can find no connection between the two deaths. One victim was an Army 
officer, the other a solicitor standing for Parliament; their paths have never crossed. 
What links these two murders? Is it something from the past? Or is it only in the 
mind of a clever killer? 

Peter Turnbull The Garden Party: 
Harry Vicary #3

Pb $24.95 A note that is discovered hidden in a wall cavity of a London hotel leads Detective 
Inspector Harry Vicary and his team to a burial site containing the charred bones of 
two men. Their investigation quickly leads them into a dark and brutal world, but 
who were the dead men and how did they meet their fate? To solve the case Vicary 
must uncover what happened at a notorious gangland garden party - a party from 
which two men never returned... 
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Neil White Next to Die Pb $19.99 Joe Parker is Manchester's most ingenious criminal defence lawyer. Sam Parker is 
Manchester's most tenacious homicide detective. Both bear the burden of the 
unsolved murder of their sister fifteen years earlier. And both have a stake in a new 
series of murders that has shaken their city to its core. Ronnie Bagley is locked up 
and facing trial for the murder of his girlfriend and baby and there's only one lawyer 
he wants to defend him: Joe Parker. As Joe takes to the courtroom to represent 
Ronnie, little does he know that Bagley is smarter than anyone has given him credit 
for, and soon Joe will find himself pitched against his own brother, Sam, in a race to 
outwit the most terrifying serial killer the city has ever seen. It isn't long before Joe 
and Sam's shared past comes crashing into the present in a pulse-pounding race to 
find out who is NEXT TO DIE... 

Lucie 
Whitehouse

Before We Met Pb $27.99 A whirlwind romance. A picture perfect marriage. Hannah Reilly has seized her 
chance at happiness. Until the day her husband fails to come home. Hannah has 
always avoided commitment but when she meets Mark one hot New York summer, 
her ideas change. Back in London, adored by her successful new husband, she knows 
she was right to let her guard down. When Mark fails to return from a business trip, 
however, her certainty starts to crack. Why have his financial papers disappeared? 
Why has her bank account been emptied? And who is the mysterious woman who 
keeps calling his office? The more questions Hannah asks, the fewer answers she 
finds. Now she must decide whether the secrets Mark has been keeping are designed 
to protect him, or protect her... 

Kerry Wilkinson Behind Closed 
Doors: Jessica 
Daniel #7

Tp $29.99 Detective Sergeant Jessica Daniel has barely left her house in months, isolated away 
from friends and colleagues. She may have given up on herself but one man is sure 
she still has something to offer. DCI Jack Cole gives her a chance at redemption: An 
opportunity to help a neighbouring force by discovering what is going on with a 
reclusive community living in a stately home in the middle of nowhere. People are 
going missing, turning up dead with only a vague link back to the house. But can 
Jessica beat her own demons in time to find out exactly what's going on behind 
closed doors? 

Robert Wilson You Will Never 
Find Me: Charlie 
Boxer #2

Tp $29.99 Charlie Boxer messed up his family life. First the army, then the police then high-
stakes kidnap and recovery, his ex-wife and daughter learnt to live without him as 
his work took him places no man can come back from unscarred. Trying to rebuild a 
relationship with Amy, his teenage daughter, hasn't been easy. But Charlie only 
realises just how wrong things have gone when he finds her empty room and a note: 
You will never find me. Having spent years working to track down kidnap victims, 
Charlie knows that sometimes, the missing don't want to be found. And he knows the 
hell it brings for families - the vanished are neither dead or alive, but simply 
gone.Worse still, Charlie Boxer knows how quickly a life can fall apart once you're 
living under the radar. For Charlie, danger has finally come to his front door and to 
crack the hardest case he's ever worked, it's time to face up to the true meaning of 
the sins of the father. 

Robert Wilson Capital Punishment: 
Charlie Boxer #1

Pb $19.99 Beautiful Alyshia D'Cruz has grown up in London and Mumbai wanting for nothing. 
But one night she takes the wrong cab home. Charles Boxer, expert in high-stakes 
kidnap resolution, teams up with his ex-partner, investigative cop Mercy Danquah, 
who's battling with their rebellious teenage daughter. Alyshia's father hires Boxer, 
who knows all about the tycoon's colourful career, which has made him plenty of 
enemies. But despite the vast D'Cruz fortune, the kidnappers don't want cash, instead 
favouring a cruel and lethal game...To save Alyshia, Boxer must dodge religious 
fanatics, Indian mobsters and London's homegrown crimelords. CAPITAL 
PUNISHMENT is a journey to the dark side of people and places that lie just out of 
view, waiting for the moment to tear a life apart. 

COSY CRIME
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Avery Aames Days of Wine and 
Roquefort: Cheese 
Shop #5

Pb $14.95 Cheese Shop owner Charlotte Bessette's life seems quieter than ever with her fiance 
out of town and her cousin Matthew and his children out of the house. But before 
she can put up her feet and enjoy a glass of chardonnay, Matthew asks her to play 
host to Noelle Adams, a bright sommelier visiting to help grow business for the local 
winery. An affable wine aficionado, Noelle is paired well with the cheese expert 
Charlotte - but something seems to be troubling the secretive house guest, and 
Charlotte's life is upended when she finds the sparkling woman dead. Between 
Noelle's hotheaded ex, the cagey owners of the winery, its jaded manager, and a wily 
reporter, Charlotte has her pick of suspects, but she needs to act fast - this is a 
mystery that only gets more dangerous with age. RECIPES INCLUDED! 

Laura Alden Poison at the PTA: 
Beth Kennedy #5

Pb $14.95 As the Tarver Elementary School PTA president, Beth Kennedy is always on the go - 
especially when someone puts murder on the agenda. Beth has been running nonstop 
to be the best PTA president, bookstore owner, and single parent ever, which is why 
her friend Marina is staging an intervention. Beth needs to take a break - and that 
means letting someone else organize the PTA's upcoming eightieth-anniversary event.
But when Cookie Van Doorne, one of the event speakers, dies of suspicious causes, 
Beth decides to make an intervention of her own to find out what happened. When 
she discovers that Cookie was poisoned, the next order of business is catching a killer 
whose break is almost over. 

Lucy Arlington Books, Cooks, and 
Crooks: Novel Idea 
#3

Pb $14.95 Inspiration Valley, North Carolina, is bubbling with excitement for the Taste of the 
Town festival, and Lila is right in the middle of it all. Along with her coworkers at the 
Novel Idea Literary Agency, Lila is organizing a grand celebrity chef event, featuring 
food television's biggest stars, complete with cooking demonstrations, cookbook 
giveaways, and even a culinary writing contest. But just as the celebration is about to 
start, the demo kitchen blows up, taking one of the star cooks with it. With all the 
explosive egos of the cook's colleagues, it's hard to find someone who didn't have a 
motive to eliminate the competition. Now Lila will have to scramble to figure out 
which of her clients is a killer - before someone else gets burned. 

Mollie Cox 
Bryan

Death of an Irish 
Diva: Cumberland 
Creek #3

Pb $14.99 Vera's dance studio may have suffered when Emily waltzed into town, but the 
croppers know she's not a vengeful murderer. Lucky for her, co-scrapbooker Annie is 
a freelance reporter eager to vindicate her friend. What she discovers is a puzzling 
labyrinth of secrets that only add question marks to Emily's murder. Just when it 
seems they've run out of clues, an antique scrapbook turns up and points the 
croppers in the right direction - and brings them face to face with a killer more 
twisted than a Celtic knot... 

Lucy Burdette Murder With 
Ganache: Key West 
Food Critic #4

Pb $14.95 Hayley Snow, the food critic for Key Zest magazine, has her plate heaped high with 
restaurant reviews, doughnut and sticky bun tastings, and an article on the 
Hemingway cats. But this week she's also in charge of her best friend's wedding. And 
then someone adds a side of murder... For better or worse, Hayley has agreed to bake 
over 200 cupcakes for her friend Connie's wedding while still meeting her writing 
deadlines. The last thing she needs is family drama. But her parents come barreling 
down on the island like a category 3 hurricane and on their first night in town her 
stepbrother, Roby, disappears into the spring break party scene in Key West. When 
Hayley hears that two teenagers have stolen a jet ski, she sets aside her oven mitts 
and goes in search of Rory. She finds him, barely conscious, but his female companion 
isn't so lucky. Now Hayley has to let the cupcakes cool and assemble the sprinkles of 
clues to clear her stepbrother's name - before someone else gets iced. 
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Anne Canadeo A Dark and Stormy 
Knit: Black Sheep 
Knitting #6

Pb $19.99 Curiosity Killed the Cat Knitting graffiti, in Plum Harbor? Maggie Messina doubts it 
could ever happen in her quiet village. Until the new parking meters on Main Street 
are found covered with cat-faced cozies. In the dark of night, the mysterious Knit 
Kats have struck again! The infamous gang of stitching graffiti artists are totally 
harmless, and their pranks all in good fun. Or so Maggie and her friends think. Until a 
yarn-covered corpse is discovered a few days later--the tangles identical to Knit Kat 
handiwork. These threads of evidence should be easy to follow. But the clever Knit 
Kats hide behind a website and secret identities. The murderer could be anyone. A 
familiar face in town, even a copy Kat. But when Maggie's assistant, Phoebe, becomes 
the prime suspect, the knitting friends know the police have dropped a few stitches. 
With no time to rest on their needles, the Black Sheep set out to unmask the crafty 
killer. No simple task, when all Knit Kats look the same in the dark. 

Kate Collins Throw in the 
Trowel: Flower 
Shop Mystery #15

Pb $14.95 Flower Shop owner Abby Knight has just returned from a romantic honeymoon with 
the man of her dreams. There's no reason for the bloom to be off the rose just 
because she and Marco are returning to normal life. But when Marco discovers a 
skeleton buried in the basement of his bar, it is a bit of a mood killer. When the body 
is identified as a carpenter who went missing back in the 1970s, Abby and Marco 
decide to cultivate the clues to solve the cold case. What could be more romantic? 
But the deeper they dig, the more desperate the murderer grows. And if Marco and 
Abby don't unearth the killer's identity, they may not live to see their first 
anniversary. 

Sheila Connolly Scandal in 
Skibbereen: County 
Cork #2

Pb $14.95 As the new owner of Sullivan's Pub in County Cork, Ireland, Maura Donovan gets an 
earful of all the village gossip. But uncovering the truth about some local rumors may 
close her down for good... Bostonian Maura is beginning to feel settled in her new 
Irish home, just in time for summer tourist season to bring fresh business to her pub. 
But the first traveler to arrive is thirsty for more than just a pint of Guinness. Althea 
Hathaway is hot on the trail of a long-lost Van Dyck painting. Maura agrees to help 
Althea meet with the residents at the local manor house, the most likely location of 
the missing art. But when the manor's gardener is found murdered, Maura wonders 
what Althea's real motives are. Now, to solve the secret of the lost portrait and catch 
a killer, Maura will have to practice her Irish gift of gab and hunt down some local 
history--before someone else is out of the picture... 

B B Haywood Town in a 
Strawberry Swirl: 
Candy Holliday #5

Pb $14.95 In the quaint seaside village of Cape Willington, Maine, Candy Holliday has a mostly 
idyllic life, tending to the Blueberry Acres farm she runs with her father and 
occasionally stepping in to solve a murder or two... Summer has arrived! But as the 
community gears up for another festive strawberry-picking season, the villagers are 
shocked when local berry farmer Miles Crawford is found dead in a hoophouse near 
his strawberry fields. Rumors have been swirling around about a secret real estate 
deal between Miles and Lydia St. Graves. And now Lydia is missing after she was seen
fleeing the scene of the crime... When Henry Doc Holliday becomes involved in the 
mystery, his daughter Candy finds herself caught in the jam as well. But things turn 
very sticky when Lydia suddenly reappears and asks for Candy's help in finding the 
true murderer...

Miranda James The Silence of the 
Library: Cat in the 
Stacks #5

Pb $14.95 It's National Library Week, and the Athena Public Library is planning an exhibit to 
honour the centenary of famous novelist Electra Barnes Cartwright, creator of the 
beloved Veronica Thane series. When the author agrees to make a rare public 
appearance, the news of her whereabouts goes viral overnight, and series devotees 
and book collectors converge on Athena. After all, it's rumoured that Cartwright 
penned the Veronica Thane stories that remain under wraps, and one rabid fan will 
stop at nothing, not even murder, to get hold of the rare books. 
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Elizabeth Lee A Tough Nut to Kill: 
Nut House #1

Pb $14.95 Lindy Blanchard has devoted five years of her life to saving the pecan trees on her 
family's farm--but someone is going to deadly lengths to see that she fails... Riverville, 
Texas, is pecan country, and the Blanchard family farm is famous for its acres of tall 
pecan trees and the delicious pies and cookies sold at the Nut House, the aptly named 
family store. Miss Amelia, Lindy's feisty grandmother, makes the best pecan pies for 
several counties and the farm is attracting visitors from far and wide to sample the 
wares. Until the day Lindy walks into the greenhouse to find her uncle Amos 
murdered and her new stock of trees destroyed, with the best of the bunch stolen. 
Who is out to ruin the Blanchard family? And who wanted Uncle Amos dead? With 
the sheriff stumped, it's up to Lindy and Miss Amelia to save the ranch and tree a 
killer. INCLUDES DELICIOUS RECIPES 

Kylie Logan A Tale of Two 
Biddies: League of 
Literary Ladies #2

Pb $14.95 Summer can be the best of times or the worst of times for the resort town of Put-in-
Bay on Lake Erie. For Bea Cartwright, business is booming as guests storm her B and 
B for the Bastille Day celebration. In honor of the holiday, the League of Literary 
Ladies is reading the Charles Dickens' classic, A Tale of Two Cities. It would be hard 
to make a more apropos selection - especially when they have their very own 
Defarge sisters, elderly twins Margaret and Alice, who run the local knitting shop. On 
Bastille Day, the head-banging rock band Guillotine shows their chops for the tourists 
- but the celebration is soon cut short. With something needling the Defarge 
dowagers and secrets that lead to murder, solving this mystery will be a far, far 
better thing than the Literary Ladies have done before. They'll just have to make sure 
to keep their heads while they try to stop a killer's reign of terror... 

Meg London A Fatal Slip: Sweet 
Nothings #3

Pb $14.95 From selling camisoles to solving crimes, the ladies of the Sweet Nothings lingerie 
shop in Paris, Tennessee, will make this Valentine's a day to remember... For 
Valentine's Day, Emma Taylor and her aunt Arabella have organized a special evening 
for men only to shop for their sweethearts in the Sweet Nothings lingerie shop, 
complete with champagne and hors d'oeuvres. But when a former valentine shows 
up, Aunt Arabella is not her usual bubbly self. Art dealer Hugh Granger is still a 
charmer, though. He invites the women to a ball he's having to celebrate his birthday 
and his return to Paris, Tennessee. But when Granger is pushed from the balcony, it 
paints a sinister picture for Aunt Arabella, who gets framed... for her old flame's 
murder. 

Mary Marks Forget Me Knot: 
Quilting #1

Pb $14.95 Martha and her besties Lucy and Birdie are set to expand their Quilty Tuesdays by 
inviting newcomer Claire Terry into their group. Though at forty Claire's a tad 
younger than their average age, her crafty reputation could perk up their patchwork 
proceedings, especially as they prepare for the fancy quilt show coming to town. But 
when they arrive at Claire's home and find her dead inside the front door, and her 
exquisite, prize-winning quilts soon missing, Martha is not one to leave a mystery 
unravelled. Especially if she wants to stop a killer from establishing a deadly pattern...

Staci 
McLaughlin

Green Living Can 
Be Deadly: Blossom 
Valley #3

Pb $14.95 When Dana Lewis organizes her Green Living Festival, complete with free range 
fauna and tempting delicacies of tofu and tempeh, she hopes to inspire Blossom 
Valley into reducing their carbon footprint. But for some participants, saving the 
planet should have come second to saving their skin, like green energy guru Wendy 
Stevens, just found dead in her invisible Prints booth. Now Dana needs to work fast 
to stop a killer from turning her big event into the next great environmental 
disaster... 
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Hannah Reed Beewitched: Queen 
Bee #5

Pb $14.95 Beekeeper Story Fischer has stocked the shelves of her market, The Wild Clover, in 
preparation for the influx of produce-crazy tourists about to invade Moraine, 
Wisconsin. In fact, with the apple cider and caramel apple stand on Main Street and 
the corn maze out at Country Delight Farm, the whole town is ready for the swarm. 
But when a self-proclaimed witch moves into town, the neighbors are all abuzz with 
questions. Is the quirky newcomer a good witch or a bad one? Story thinks Dyanna 
Crane is perfectly nice, albeit a little eccentric. But after an entire coven shows up for 
a new moon ritual - and one of the witches ends up dead in the corn maze - Story 
must comb through both fact and fiction, before anyone else is murdered under the 
cover of magic... 

Gregory Harris The Arnifour Affair: 
Colin Pendragon #1

Pb $25.95 When a carriage bearing the Arnifour family crest - a vulture devouring a slaughtered
lamb - arrives at the Kensington home of Colin Pendragon, it is an ominous beginning 
to a perplexing new case. Lady Arnifour's husband has been beaten to death and her 
niece, Elsbeth, left in a coma. Is the motive passion, revenge, or something even more 
sinister? Police suspicions have fallen on the groundskeeper and his son, yet the Earl's
widow is convinced of their innocence. Even as Colin and his partner Ethan Pruitt 
delve into the muddy history of the Arnifour family, a young street urchin begs their 
help in finding his missing sister. Ethan regrettably familiar with London's 
underbelly, urges caution, yet Colin's interest is piqued. And in a search that wends 
from the squalid opium dens of the East End to the salons of Embassy Row, the truth 
about these seemingly disparate cases will prove disquieting, dangerous, and 
profoundly unexpected... 

Alanna Knight Murders Most Foul: 
Inspector Faro #17

Pb $17.99 1861. When the body of an unknown woman is found in an Edinburgh close, Detective 
Constable Faro assumes the killing is a random act of violence - until he finds a 
playing card, the nine of diamonds, underneath her corpse. His superiors scoff at his 
suspicions of a serial killer, but days later a man is attacked in the street, and left 
badly bruised and battered with the nine of diamonds in his pocket. Faro believes 
there's a connection. He must contend with other problems, though, if he is to solve 
the case. Detective Sergeant Gosse does his best to frame suspect after suspect, but 
remains constantly irritated by his detective constable. And although Faro's 
sweetheart Lizzie loves him deeply, he is not sure if he feels the same way. And what 
of Inga St Ola, Faro's first and only true love from his native Orkney? Amongst all 
this, a servant at Lizzie's place of work goes missing. Could her disappearance be 
linked to the playing-card killer? Beset by hostile superiors and a police-hating public,
Faro feels he may never crack this confounding case. 

Catherine Shaw Fatal Inheritance Pb $17.99 On New Year's Day, 1900, the brilliant violinist Sebastian Cavendish is found dead. 
But in the final hours of 1899 he wrote a cryptic suicide note mentioning a 'cursed 
inheritance', took poison, and died. His friends and relations are utterly perplexed. 
The man they knew and grieve for was vivacious, exuberant and extroverted. So, 
why, would he change his plans at such short notice, and take his own life. 
Established detective Vanessa Weatherburn is engaged to investigate the dead man's 
final movements. She must cross continents and trace every lead to uncover the 
mystery of Sebastian's inheritance, and why it meant his death. 

Vashti Farrer Ellen Thomson: A 
Reasonable Doubt - 
The Grim Tale of 
the Only Woman 
Executed in 
Queensland

Pb $28.95 North Queensland was alive with goldrush excitement when a young widow moved 
to the new township of Port Douglas. Vashti Farrer opens the door on a colonial 
world, and hard pioneering lives in a tropical paradise. This illustrated book describes
the men in Ellen Thomson's life, including the husband she was blamed for killing. It 
follows her agonising trial and surprise hanging, as well as the roles of Aborigines, 
Chinamen, policemen, Ellen's children and a judge whose mind was made up. This 
riveting true story leaves readers wondering if justice was done. 

HISTORICAL CRIME

TRUE CRIME
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Colin McEvoy & 
Lynn Olanoff

Fatal Jealousy: The 
True Story of a 
Doomed Romance, 
a Singular 
Obsession, and a 
Quadruple Murder

Pb $14.95 June 26, 2010. A Pennsylvania State Trooper, heading home from work, witnesses a 
car speeding and crashing into trees. Stopping to help, he finds that the driver, 
Michael Ballard, is alive - and drenched in blood. When asked what happened, the 
man answers: I just killed everybody. Not far from the accident, police make a 
gruesome discovery in the home of Michael's ex-girlfriend, Denise Mehri. Four bodies 
are found, stabbed repeatedly with a knife: Denise on the kitchen floor; her 
grandfather, in his wheelchair; her neighbor, who tried to help; and her father, in a 
room with a blood-smeared obscenity painted on the wall. How could anyone do 
something so sinister? Michael had already been convicted of murder when he was 
only eighteen. Despite several misconducts during his time in prison, he was found 
suitable for parole shortly after his minimum sentence lapsed. But this time, his 
deadly rampage would not be so easily pardoned. 

M William 
Phelps

Cruel Death Pb $14.95 It was Memorial Day weekend, the start of the summer season. Thousands headed to 
Ocean City, Maryland, to enjoy its scenic beaches, lively boardwalk, and trendy 
nightclubs. Among the bright-spirited vacationers was a couple with a much darker 
idea of fun. Erica Sifrit, a former honour student, was packing a gun in her Coach bag.
Her husband, B.J., an ex-Navy SEAL, was trained in violence. What started as a 
chance encounter with another couple ended with two dismembered victims buried 
in a Delaware landfill. M. William Phelps updates this modern-day Bonnie and Clyde 
saga to create a haunting account of money, madness, sex, and murder... 

Katherine 
Ramsland

Beating the Devil's 
Game: A History of 
Forensic Science 
and Criminal

Pb $17.95 Today, the basic precepts of criminal investigation - fingerprints, DNA, blood 
evidence - are known among professionals and lay people alike. But behind each of 
these familiar concepts is a fascinating story of the evolution of science and law, 
spearheaded by innovative thinkers, many of whom risked their careers for more 
perfect justice. Dr. Katherine Ramsland, renowned expert in criminology, traces that 
development from thirteenth-century Chinese studies of decomposition through the 
Renaissance and the era of Newtonian physics to the marvels of the present day and 
beyond. Along the way, she introduces us to forensic pioneers and visionaries who 
galvanized the field, raised investigative standards, and whose efforts have kept us 
just steps ahead of increasingly sophisticated criminals. 
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